
Conservationists plan to sue over butterfly's endangered status

MIAMI - Conservationists
have taken the first step in
filing a lawsuit against the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service for
its decision not to list the
Miami blue butterfly on the
endangered species list.

Attorneys for the Tucson,
Ariz.-based Center for
Biological Diversity sent a
letter Thursday to federal
officials giving the formal 60-
day notice required for
lawsuits under the
Endangered Species Act.

In May the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service said it could
not declare the butterfly an
endangered species, though
it met the criteria, because it
lacked the staff and money
to protect it. The butterfly
was named a federal
candidate species, meaning
its listing was warranted but
precluded by other priorities.

About the size of a quarter,
the Miami blue butterfly was
once common throughout the
coastal areas of southern
Florida. Much of its habitat
was destroyed by
development, and a small
population is now limited to
the lower Florida Keys.

The nonprofit conservation
group said the butterfly is
also threatened by mosquito
control measures and
unethical butterfly collection,

along with habitat loss.

Scientists last year began
reintroducing the butterfly to
parts of its former range in
Biscayne and Everglades
national parks.

The wildlife service said the
attempts failed. Researchers
found "an inconsistent or
sporadic presence of only a
small number of individuals
...
Monitoring results do not
indicate that the Miami blue
has become established at
any of the release sites,"
according to the agency in a
written evaluation published
in May.

Thomas Emmel, director of
the University of Florida's
McGuire Center for
Lepidoptera and
Biodiversity, disputes that
assessment.

Emmel, who is overseeing the
reintroduction project, said
12 breeding colonies have
been established and are
successfully reproducing.

"The reintroduction efforts
are going quite well," Emmel
said.

Fish and Wildlife Service
spokesman Tom MacKenzie
said the agency wanted to
protect the Miami blue
butterfly but lacked the
money to do so. The wildlife
service currently faces 35
lawsuits over the listings of 57
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species.

"We feel it needs to be on the
list," he said. "We're not
listing it due to other
conflicting priorities."
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